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It was 2003, and I was tired of wanting to go to
Barcelona.

I first became eager to get there during a high
school trip to Spain in 1989. Although we had
read a lot about Antoni Gaudi’s famous
Barcelona architecture in Spanish class, the city
was disappointingly not on our travel itinerary.
Naturally, I wanted what I couldn’t have.

By 1999, I was an adult with a thirst for new
adventures. Right on cue, there was Barcelona
among the “Places of a Lifetime” in a magazine
I happened to pick up. The article made it sound
like such a cool city—with an essence that was
simply impossible to experience anywhere else. I really wanted to see this place for
myself.

Barcelona remained in my mental “one of these days” file until 2002. A trip to
southern France for my cousin’s wedding that summer placed me a stone’s throw
from the Spanish border, and the longing returned. This time, I felt compelled to take
action.

I pitched a Barcelona trip idea to different friends over the next several months, and
most responded with ready enthusiasm. However, when it came time to talk about
actual plans, excuses came forth just as quickly. Low on funds. Not enough vacation
time. Scheduling conflicts. I heard it all.

In early 2003, just when I’d had enough of other people’s limitations becoming my
own, there was an epiphany: Stop waiting for everyone else, Gail. You’re the one who
wants to go to Barcelona, so you make it happen. That was when I stopped waiting
and started planning. I researched some options, and it didn’t take me long to find a
Madrid/Barcelona tour with a reputable agency that specialized in trips for 18- to 35-
year-olds. I was 31. Perfect.

Unfortunately, it also didn’t take me long to learn the price—literally—for pursuing
this dream on my own: Beyond the base tour cost, I had to fork over a few hundred
additional dollars in the form of a “single supplement” (an oxymoron if I’ve ever heard
one) for staying in a double-occupancy room by myself. I didn’t spend much time
being disappointed, though…I was finally going to Barcelona!

I prepared for a lot of downtime between official tour activities, and friends pitched in
by giving me contact information of locals they knew in case I needed to reach out.
After all, there would be no comfort of a travel companion to fall back on for
conversation, company, or security; whatever I got out of this trip would be completely
up to me. I was a blank canvas, Barcelona was the palette, and my choices were the
hand on the paintbrush. I was ready.
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My flight to Spain departed the night of July 4th,

and I gazed through the plane window watching

fireworks light up the skies below. For me, those

lights represented everything that had led up to

the moment I was in: Acknowledging the spark

of curiosity as a young high school girl. Taking

ownership for my dream and not letting go.

Finding peace and pride, not fear or shame, in

this solo experience. This was my Independence

Day.

The next morning I landed safely, took a cab to

my hotel, and settled into my single-

supplemented room. I tried to fight sleep, but

finally gave in and napped for a few hours.

When I woke up, I went outside and took a short walk around to explore and do a

little shopping. I had no idea that my little stroll would be the last slice of time I’d

spend alone outside of my hotel room for the next seven days.

That evening, a welcome dinner and orientation gave me a chance to meet my fellow

travelers. It was amazing to me that people from all around the world had come

together for this experience. Conversation flowed easily during the meal, and it didn’t

take long for evening plans to brew. In true 18-to-35-year-old- traveler spirit, a bunch

of us decided to go out clubbing later that night.

After dinner I headed back to my room to get ready, grateful for my earlier nap. I

hadn’t expected to start painting the town on the very first night, so this was definitely

a pleasant surprise. We club-hopped and danced well into the wee hours, finally taking

a cab back to our hotel so we could squeeze in at least a couple of hours’ sleep before

a city tour in the morning.

From there it only got better; for me there was never a shortage of things to do or

people to do them with. By day I toured and saw sights on the official itinerary, and by

night I tasted the local flavor with sub-groups of fellow travelers who always readily

welcomed me into their circles.

Towards the end of the trip, I even met up with a friend’s cousin—a Barcelona local

—for an afternoon of here’s-the-city-from-an-inside-point-of-view sightseeing. The

female travelers I was with earlier that day seemed quite impressed when he pulled up

to the Parque Guell entrance on his motorcycle to “whisk me away” (actually it wasn’t

nearly so dramatic, but that’s how some of them giddily described it when I met up

with them later for dinner).
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That evening, our whole group decided to finish
the trip off on the highest possible note: We
went to a swanky club, danced on anything that
would hold our weight, and basically partied all
night long. Upon returning to my hotel room as
the night sky began to lighten, I ended up
scurrying around in a packing frenzy with less
than an hour until my flight’s scheduled
departure. After just barely making it onto my
flight in time, I drifted into a satisfyingly
exhausted sleep and dreamed of Barcelona. This
time, the dream was not one of longing or
waiting, but of fresh memories spliced together
like a highlight reel: The little things. The big
things. The people. The friendships. The stories
I would tell. Barcelona.

Back at home, while emptying my suitcase, I realized that one of my shoes was missing
its mate. Recalling my packing frenzy the night-morning before, I knew I had left it in
the hotel by mistake.

I smiled to myself.

For years afterwards, I kept that shoe on the rack in my closet. Sitting proudly alone, a
single among pairs, it was a symbol of all the great things that sprang forth in the
summer of 2003 once I took it upon myself to make my dream come true. Ex Uno,
Plures: “From One, Many.”

Gail Smith lives in the metropolitan New York City area and still maintains the friendships that
blossomed from her Barcelona experience. She continues to fulfill her travel dreams—now with Mike,
her partner (and travel companion) for the past seven years. Gail does not miss paying single
supplements for her vacations.
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